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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper represents a further stage in the program.m.e of work
initiated at Lincoln som.e years ago under the general heading of
"Studies in the Structure of the New Zealand Economy", Thir:. has
involved the compilation of data for a J. 6 sector input-output mat rix of
the economy (now being increased to 26 sectors); the use of the data
for a projection m.odel of the economy which was adapted for use by
the N. D, C.; and now the beginnings of the adaptation of the ITlodel for
exaITlining the optiITlal rather than the projected structure of the econoITlY
in the future].

As the title infers, this paper is concerned only with a pilot ITlodel
which we have developed and tested - pilot because we have collapsed
the econOITlY down to five producing sectors and exaITlined only the ,
siITlplest of alternative policies. The pilot ITlodel was developed as a
prelude to and a pretest of, a ITluch bigger and ITlore complex model on
which we are now working.

Our main concern here is therefore not to produce numerical
answers but to explain the methodology of linear program'ming applied
to our economy-wide planning model and to invite comment and criticism
of the approach we have adopted.

As a starting point we refer back to the earlier work, related to
the National Development Conference and first presented to this
Association's Conference in 1968 and subsequently published as
"The Shape of the Economy in 1979" [Philpott & Ross (1):,

II. CONSISTENCY MODELS & OPTIMISING MODELS

II.1 Consistency Models

The model used for the N. D. C. can be described as an
example of what has corne to be known in the literature as
"consistenc y models " - the aim being to examine the internal
or intersectoral and intertemporal consistency of a set of
planning targets which may even be set independently of the
model.

In the "Shape of the Economy" we took, as given, a
set of Consumption targets which had been independently
established by the macro projection model of the Institute of
Economic Research, and a set of sectoral export targets set
by the Targets Committee of the N. D. C. and we developed a
model to explore the intersectoral consistency of these
targets and the investment required if they were to be
achieved, We were in other words exploring the most likely
future shape of the economy but not necessarily the "best"
or optimal shape~ In a tentative exploration at the end of

I
A number of people have, at one stage or another, assisted with this
work and, without committing them to our results, we should like to
gratefully acknowledge help frOITl B. J. Ross, R. J. Townsley and
Do McClatchy,
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paper on optiITluITl shape of the econoITlY we suggested that " a policy
of encouraging the export of ITlanufactured goods is likely to yield
a higher return to the COITlITlunity than one of all,-out expansion of
all agricultural products in their present proportionsl'o But a
full-scale exploration of the optiITlality of the No Do Co plan was
outside the scope, or indeed the capability, of the consistenc y

ITlodeL For such purposes our optiITlisation ITlodel was requiredo

110 2 OptiITlisation Models

These seeITl to fall into two types:

(a) Those such as the ITlodel developed by Richard Stone in the
CaITlbridge Growth Project (Stone [3J ) which siITlulates
the pricing ITlechanisITlo Es sentiallY Stone I s model starts
with a projection of consuITlption based on. independently
estiITlated econoITletric deITland functions and on a guess
as to a vector of future relative prices for commodities
and future ITloney incoITleo The ITlodel then calculates
future labour investITlent etco, requireITlents to produce
required output and allocate these resources to sectors
in accordance with least cost ITlarginal physical product
ivity conditions, using paraITleters derived from
independently estiITlated production functions 0 Price
levels for cOITlITlodities are then cOITlputed and if, as is
likely, these turn out to differ frorn those v,71th which
the ITlodel started, a new cycle of computations is
cOITlITlenced and so on until a convergent solution is
obtainedo

Such ITlodels are of great value because they explicitly
include the pricing and incoITle circu.it but they are
enorITlously deITlanding of data and cOInputer resources
and, for the present at any rate, Inust give way in
New Zealand to the second type of opti'misatioTJ. ITlodels
using ITlatheInatical (uf1ually linear) programITling"

(b) Linear ProgramITling Models
In this approach (which is adopted in this paper) linear

prograITlITling is used. to ITlaximise for a future date
SOITle objective function, such as national inco'me,
consumption, capital stocks etc ..o subject to constraints
reflecting the resources and technological capacity of
the econOITly and even in ITlore complex rnodels the
pattern of interteITlporal optiITlalityo

Such ITlodels usually relate to the real rather than the
ITlonetary picture of the econOITlY and in ITlost cases
do not include ITloney flows or pricing circuitso The
Linear PrograITlITling ITlodel does however throw up
shadow prices of goods and resources which can be
enorITlously- valuable in econoITlic planning as mea-Bures
for exaITlple of shadow ITlarginal productivities ,
exchange rates etc.

There are considerable difficulties in such ITlodels in
deciding on the relevant tlITle horizons to be adopted;
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in ensuring that the optimum adopted is sustainable beyond
the planning horizon and has not been secured at the
expense of disinvestment, etc. But there are a number
of stratagems available to meet these problems, some
of which have been adopted here.

An early, indeed the only example, of a linear programming
model of the New Zealand economy is represented in the pioneer
work of Blyth & Crothall [4]. Their model relates however to
only one year and, to the present writers at any rate, there are a
number of unsolved interpretative problems in the model. Never
theless some of the features of this earlier work are to be found
in our own model.

Recapitulating then, our problem is that, whereas in the
earlier consistency model we took as given certain targets for
consumption and exports, in the optimisation model we wish to
take as little as possible as given or exogenous, and to solve
for the highest level of cons umption achievable in the future
target year.

III. GENERAL OUTLINE OF OPTIMISATION MODEL

III. 1 The endogenous variable or objective function to be
maximised is total consumption expenditure (government and
private) of given composition in the year 1972/73, starting
from base year period 1964/65, for which year, the social
accounts for the five aggregated sectors are given in Table 1.

The relationships entering into the model consist of

(a) A matrix of Current and Capital Input-Output
Relationshi ps.

(b) Incremental net capital output ratios for each sector.

(c) Eabouroatputl rat'ioSJfor,i ea'ohlsectoir,i ,

(d) Import output fqnctions'. foir ceaicb.i l8 ector'. ..\.)

(e) A savings function related to the level, of consumption.

The maximisation is effected subject to the following
constraints expressed in the model as inequalities but given
here as equalities:

(i) Investment equal to saving.

(ii) Exports equal to imports plus a fixed balance of
payments deficit.

(iii) All interindustry relationships satisfied.

(iv) Labour required equal to labour available.
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III. 2 While the linear programming routine of the model
proceeds to solve simultaneously for the optimum level of
consumption in 1972/73, the procedure can be described as an
iterative process as follows:

(a) The level of consumption chosen for 1972/73 requires,
through the incremental net capital output ratio, a
certain level of capital stock compared with that
available in 1964/65.

(b) This increased stock can be accumulated over eight
years so that any given rate of net investment sustained
over the whole period, yields an increase in capital
stock approximately eight (accurately 6.667) times this
rate by the end of the period.

(c) This annual rate of investment requires annual output
according to the matrix of capital input-output
coefficients.

(d) Output of sectors requires imports and therefore
exports, which in turn require more output, investment,
imports, exports and so on.

(e) The model proceeds through the maximisation routine
until one or other or all of the constraints become
binding and maximum consumption achieved.

(f) In one version the labour constraint is loosened by
providing for immigration of workers with allowance
however for concomitant capital costs of such immigration.

III. 3 In the present pilot form the main choices open to
the model are with respect to:

(i) The degree of import substitution in the provision
of final consumer goods.

(ii) The export mix as between primary, forestry and
manufacturing exports.

(iii) The encouragement, or not, of immigration.

In the full scale model the areas of choice will of
course be widened greatly.
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TABLE I FIVE SECTOR INTERINDUSTRY TRANSACTIONS

1964/65
Sales 1 2 3 4 5 Final DeTIland

to: Conso & InvestTIlent
Purchases~ FarTIling & Forestry & Other All GovL Exports & TOTAL

froTIl: Building
Processing Processing Mfg. Services Current Stocks OUTPUT

(a)
-,

"" ........7.'

1 0 FarTIling & Processing 725 01 0 09 53 09 18.5 3707 239 03 657 06 5L 3 1784.3

2. Forestry & Processin 23.1 86. 9 42 01 67.9 3L 5 lL 3 23.2 7 0 9 29309

3 0 Other Manufacturing 12404 lL 1 220 0 8 107 0 8 175 09 689.8 25 02 195.2 1550.2

40 Building 80 5 L8 404 86. 8 5300 4402 003 518. 0 717.0

(b) >l'>-
PJ

50 All Services 165.2 4307 227.4 104.4 50L 3 1470.3 125.0 125.5 2762 08

ITIlports 55 04 1607 300.6 33 00 7B.9 206.7 5.1 11909 816.3

Depreciation 66.2 1403 4L 7 15 06 137.5 - - - 275.3

Other PriTIlary Inputs 616.4 11805 659 03 283 00 1747.0 63.7 Ll 5.3 3494 03

I
1784.3TOTAL INPUT i 293 09 1550.2 71700 2762.8 2725 03 837 05 1023. 1 11694.1

(a) Including Hunting, Fishing & Mining

(b) Including Utilities, Transport & COTIlTIlunication

Source: B. J. Ross & B. P. Philpott, "Interindustry. Structure of the
N. Z. EconoTIlY 1961-65", AERU Research Report Noo 490
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IV, THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING TABLEAU

IV.l The linear programming tableau is given in Table II,
Positive coefficients represent inputs or requirements, negative
coefficients represent outputs. Each coluTI1n represents a
specific "aetivityi' producing output using inputs (in aTI10unts
per $ of output indicated by the coefficients) of the type shown
in the rows.

IV.2 Activities (Colun-ms)

(a) Activities Al to AS represent current output froTI1 the
five sectors and the block of coefficients bounded by Al to AS
and R

l
to R

S
is in fact the TI1atrix of current input-output

coefficients including, in this particular case, the depreciation
requireTI1ents of each sector froTI1 each other.

(b) SiTI1ilarly the block of Activities A
6

to A
IO

' R
I

to R
S

represent the TI1atrix of capital input output coefficients. Thus
A

6
shows the requireTI1ents of current output froTI1 each sector

to produce $1 net investTI1ent in priTI1ary industry.

(c) Activities All A
12

represent the fixed 1972/73 bill

of consuTI1ption goods to be TI1axiTI1ised In A
l2

iTI1port substitution
of S% has been allowed for. We have also included, though
not shown on the tableau, two TI10re activities for iTI1port
substitution at 10% and lS% respectively.

(d) Activities A
I3

A
14

A
1S

represent exports of the

priTI1ary, forestry, and TI1anufacturing sectors respectively,
including in those exports the transport TI1argins and other
services require¢!.

(e) A
16

is iTI1TI1igration which requires capital for houses,

social services etc, and provides additions to the labour
force as in Row 13.

IV,3 Restraints (Rows)

(a) Restraints R
l

- R
S

ensure that total annual require-

TI1ents of production is not greater than what is produced.

(b) Restraints R
6

- RIO give the base year capital
--- ---

stock and ensure that the net capital required as indicated
by the capital coefficients in activities Al - AS and the
iTI1TI1igration activity A

16
is provided by the capital activities

At-, - A] , reTI1eTI1bering that there are available eight years
or annuaq investTI1Emt for this increase in the capital stock
to be accuTI1ulated.



TABLE II LINEAR PROGRAMMING TABLEAU FOR FIVE SECTOR MODEL

Current Out ut Capital Provision Cons umption Exports Immigration
Farm Forest Mfg Bldg Services Farm Forest Mfg Bldg Services Farm Forest Mfg

Restraints Al A
2

A
3

A
4

A
5

A
6

A
7

A
8

A
9 Ala All A

12
A

13
A

14
A

15
A

16

Maximise C+G 1.0000 1.0000

R1 ) 0>- -. 5915 · 0031 · 0348 · 0258 · 0136 . 0457 · 0003 · 0878 · 0878 .9324

R2) Use
~

· 0142 -.7043 · 0272 · 0948 · 0120 . 0281 . 0031 · 0056 · 0041 · 0041 .92230/)

0:>R3) of · 0844 · 0403 -.8504 · 1581 · 0754 .3162 . 0303 .1873 .3223 .1162 .2531 .2569 .9200

R4) Output 0:>- · 0080 · 0174 · 0067 -.8781 · 0362 .2712 .5481 .4039 .1379 .6738 · 0162 · 0162 . 0002 . 0002 . 0002
)

0>R5) .1003 .1638 · 1521 · 1512 -. 8120 .1656 .1823 .1393 .2304 · 0660 .5395 .5395 . 0674 . 0775 . 0798

R6)
"--.

1. 1500 -6. 66672100 ./

R7)
Initial 200> .5900 -6.6667

)
R8) 600> .3500 -6.6667

R9) Capital
1100 > 1. 5200 -6.6667

)
RIO) 15200 .>- 5.4800 -6.6607 2.9930

Rll B/P 60 >- · 0391 · 0786 .2043 · 0534 · 0425 .1732 .2393 .2695 .3063 .1382 · 0758 · 0720 -. 8000 -1.0000 -1. 0000

R12 Savings a :> · 0371 · 0487 · 0269 · 0218 · 0498 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1,0000 1-.0000 -.3900 -.3900

R13 Labour 1131 > • 0726 .0843 .1122 .1068 ~15~6 -.5000

R14)
Export

2000 >- 1.0000

R15) . 50:> 1.0000
) RestraInts

R16) 400 > 1.0000

All values in million dollars,
except Labour which is in thousands.

jungs
Typewritten Text
5a
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(c) Row R
ll

' gives the imports required by each activit y and

the exports provided by the export activities. The difference
between these two amounts must not exceed the permissible
balance of payments deficit of $60 In: per annum.

(d) Row R
12

ensures that savings available generated

as a function of consumption, are not exceeded by investll1ent
requirements which are reflected by coefficients for depreciation
for each activity Al to AS and capital formation A

6
- A

IO
•

(e) Row R
13

restrains labour required less what is provided

by immigration, to the 1,131,000 labour force projected by (:c

Statistics Department on assumption of zero immigration.

(f) Rows R
I4

- R
16

impose on each sector certain constraints

on the level of exports which initially were set at approximately
equal to the export targets thrown up by our earlier N. D. C.
model, but which we have raised upwards in the explorations which
follow.

v. DATA

The content of Sectors is as follows:

1. Farming - Farming, Primary Produce Proces sing, Hunting &
Fishing, Mining.

2. Forestry ~ Forestry, Forestry Processing.

3. Other Manufacturing - Other Manufacturing.

4. Building & Construction - Building & Construction.

S. Services - Public Utilities, Transport and Communication
Distribution, Banking & Insurance, Services,
Ownership of Property.

All activities are expressed in units of $1 million worth
except immigration and labour force which are in units of 1000
persons.

The matrices of current and capital input-output coefficients,
import coefficients and incremental capital ratios are from
Philpott & Ross fiJ Ci] and [S] , and Francis r(l .

The consumption mix is as used by, and for, N. D. C. as in
[1] [2] and [S] and the capital cost of immigration is from

Monetar y & Economic Council [71.

Base year capital is set at 1965 volume of output divided
by incremental capital output coefficients.
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Labour coefficients are froIT1 [~ ['2J and r.~1 and have been
adjusted to allow for expected productivity growth by 1972/730

The savings coefficient at 0 039 tiIT1es consuIT1ption (governIT1ent
and private) reflects the average ratio of investIT1ent to consuIT1ption
in 1964/65 and 1972 /73 as per No Do Co targets 0

Agricultural export prices for 1972 /73 are set at 80% of 1964/76 
a decline in terIT1S of 1964/65 prices approxiIT1ating that assuIT1ed by
the No Do Co

VI. RESULTS

V.l The results for two of our linear programIT1ing runs are
shown on Table III where for comparison we have given in the
first coluIT1n, and with SOIT1e ITlOdifications, the No Do Co pro
jections as derived froIT1 our original projection IT10deL

For both the linear prograIT1IT1ing solutions we give in
the table

(i) The value. of SOIT1e of the IT1ain variables in the
optiIT1uIT1 solutiono

(ii) The value of the constraints subject to which the
solution was securedo

(iii) The shadow price of SOIT1e of the constraints 0

V.2 First Solution In this we aSSUIT1e that exports froIT1 each
sector are constrained to the No Do Co target level and that
labour supply is the projected labour force with suppression
of the iIT1IT1igration activit Yo Salient results are as follows:

(a) The operative restraint is exports, with a surplus
of savings and labour available (shadow price of
labour 000)0

(b) Of the three types of exports farIT1ing has the
lowest shadow price indicating (in confirIT1ation of
our earlier COIT1IT1ents based on the projection
IT1odel) the greater desirability of forestry and
IT1anufacturing exportso In a IT10re sophisticated
analysis the shadow price of IT1anufacturing exports
could be used as a IT1easure of the benefits, in the
way of greater national incoIT1e, to be secured froIT1
trade proIT1otion aiIT1ed at securing greater sales
of IT1anufactured exports 0

(c) Investment runs at a lower level than the No Do Co
plan' possibly because of under allowance here
(or over allowance in No Do Co ) for depreciationo

(d) Output levels are IT1\,lch the saIT1e as N. D. C.

(e) IIT1port Substitution operates at 5% leveL
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(f) Total Consumption and per capita consumption are some
what higher than N. D. C., but this is probably accounted
for by the depreciation requirements mentioned above.
In any case the difference is not so great as to suggest
that the N. D. C. target s are vastly sub optimal.

VI. 3 Second Solution In this we doubled the export constraints, thus
virtually freeing them entirely, and also freed the labour constraint
by introducing the immigration activity. The salient results are:

(a) Forestry and Manufacturing exports are now the limiting
factors with shadow prices of 0.276 and 0.270 respectively.
Agricultural exports fall considerably below the N. D. C.
target level (and shadow price zero).

(b) Savings are all used up but the shadow pric-e M saving,
0.027 (not shown on the table) indicates that not a great
deal more could be achieved from higher saving and
investment. The investment/ gnp ratio is 280/0.

(c) The immigration activity brings in 106,000 persons over
the period and raises the labour force - all used - to
1,184,000.

(d) Minimal import substitution at only 50/0 is selected as
optimal and the relevant shadow prices in fact indicate
that there is not a great deal to choose between this
and no import substitution at all.

(e) Shadow prices (not given in the table) on the capital
stock in each sector are around 0.14, i. e. marginal
product of capital, about 140/0.

(f) The shadow price of labour is O. 814, i. e. $814,000
for 1000 labourers. The marginal product or real
wage of labour at this level of immigration was $814
(in 1964/65 prices).

(g) Total Consumption is maximised at $3760 m or $3176
per head of labour force. Thus, bringing in all the
labour the economy requires, secures a marked
increase in total consumption but a fall in per capita
consumption, the maximisation of which is presumably
the goal of economic planning :.. again indicating
that the N. D. C. plan is probably near optimal in
respect to the size of the labour force and attitudes
to immigration.

VI. 4 Finally, just to complete the story, we give in Table IV
the first linear programming solution in national income
accounts form to compare with 1964/65 from which we first
started.



TABLE III

(1 )
N. D. C. TYPE
PROJECTION

RESULTS OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING SOLUTIONS FOR 1972/73
(and Comparison with N. D. C. Projection)

LINEAR PROGRAMMING SOLUTIONS
Assumptions: Assumptions:

Labour force & export targets limitep. Unlimited labour force from Immigration
to N. D. C. Export constraints double N. D. C. targets

Output: Fanning $m
Forestry
Mfg.
Building
Services

Total

Exports: Farming $m
Forestry
Mfg.

Total(2)

Total Net Investment '. ~$m
Total Gross Investment $m

Labour Force 
Indigenous 1000
Irnmigration '000

Value in Shadow Value in Shadow
Optimum Solution Constraint Price Optimum Solution Constraint Price

2452 2402 2236
415 396 506

2184 2197 2571
936 797 1015

3652 3549 3789--
9639 9341 10117

'"1 019 1 019 1 019 0.558 879 2038 0.000
49 49 49 0.945 98 98 0.276

223 223 223 0.874 446 446 0.270-- --
1291 1291 1423

787 783 1079
1234 1146 1466

1085 1131 1131
53

Total '000 III 7 1085 1131 0.000 1184 O. 814-- -- -- --
Import Substitution % 5% 5% 5%
Consumption(Private & Govt)' 3414 3641 3760
Cons.p/head Labour Force ~, 3056 3356 3176

(1) These figures for N. D. C. type solution for 1972/73 are from Ross & Philpott [2] .

(2) Since, in our model, activities for exports of each sector include the transport services and other margins (normally
credited in the projection model to those sectors), the NDC export figures have been recalculated, for purposes of
comparison, to iriclude these margins and services exports, e. g. tourism and transport have, for the purposes of the
present pilot exercise, been included with Manufacturing.



TOTAL
OUTPUT

2403
396

2197
797

3549

1147
362

4569 ......
0

--
15423

224

10
12

216
553
131

1146

Gross
InvestIllent

950
45

205
1

90

1291

86

262

3641

320
15

935
59

1964

48
41

226
68

644

814

NOTE This table is expres sed irr- 1964/65 prices including
exports and in these terIllS the balance of paYInents
show a surplus of $144 Ill. When however allowance
is Illade for the 20% decline in export prices adopted
in the Illodel, the fall in export incoTIle and farTIl incoIlle
converts this into a $60 III deficit as prograIllIlled with
appropriate fall in g. n. p. of $204 Ill.

102
177

2244

3549

Building Services ConsuIllption Exports
($ Illn 1964/65 Prices including_E~ports

976 1 77 21
31 117 60 76

168 15 313 120
12 2 6 97

223 59 322 116

75 23 426 37
89 19 59 17

830 160 935 315

2403 396 2197 797

189 24 85 34

TABLE IV LINEAR PROGRAMMING SOLUTION NO.1 IN NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTS FORM
Final DeIlland

TOTAL INPUT

FarIlling
Forestry
Manufacturing
Building
Services

IIllports
Depreciation
DOIllestic Value

Added

Annual gross
InvestIllent
Required

Totals Illay not add exactly due to rounding errors.

~
~Sales

~to:.,
Purchases .,,~. IFarIlling Forestry Mfg.

FroIll: '-.....~,
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VII. REFINEMENTS

The neces sary refinements, some of which we are incorporating
in the larger model, are as foll ows:

(a) Increased Number of Sectors & Disaggregation of
Agriculture and Manufacturing

(i) Six agricultural subsectors.

(ii) Manufacturing divided into protected, competitive and
sheltered, with appropriate changes in export values
and competing import values.

(b) Alternative Technologies

(i) New activities to reflect alternative and "best practice"
technologies and coefficients.

(ii) Different capital/labour intensities and diminishing
returns in agriculture.

(iii) Scale economies in manufacturing.

(c) Import Substitution of Intermediate Products

(i) New alternative activities for each sector, each of
which embraces greater proportion of import
substitution.

(ii) Allowance for lower cost imports compared with
local production.

(d) Allowance for Marginal Costing of Exports

(e) Separation of Government & Private Consumption

(f) Endogenous Shifts in Private Consumption Mix

(g) Allowance for Overseas Export Demand Curves
Linear restraints on exports at projected 1972/73

prices up to certain level with lower prices thereon.

(h) Non Homogeneous Labour Force
Differentiation of labour force and immigration by type

of skills required.

(i) Polyperiod Programming
Analysis of the growth path rather than the terminal

position and exploration of intertemporal consistency and
optimality.
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